FLASH Animation
Assignment 3

15 marks

Getting Fancy (10 marks)





Make the filename FANCY.
Create an image as the background stage.
Add a rectangle of a different colour on the left side to act as a navigation bar.
To the right of the navigation bar, have text appear at the top with space below for other
objects. Below is the text that you are to use. Have it appear in two columns.
“Join more than 40,000 students who enjoy Mohawk's Continuing Education courses
each year! We offer a wide variety of courses, along with certificate and diploma
programs. Take courses in the evening, on weekends and online. We're sure you'll
find a course that interests you. “










Create a small green oval, a small blue oval, and a small brown oval.
Convert the ovals to buttons and place them on the navigation bar.
Have each button make a noise when pressed.
Have the green oval button launch the peng3 image.
Have the brown oval button launch the Penguins video. Have the video labeled on the timeline
as “video”.
Have the blue button launch your first name morphing into your last name.
On the right side, add Mohawk College as vertical TFL Text that is Read Only.
Submit the .fla, .swf, and .html files. Make sure you are also submitting all of the necessary
image, sound, and video files.

Loaders (5 Marks)







You’ll need to use four images. Two will be in the library and start out on the stage. The two
that get put in the loader when you click on the original stage pictures will be saved with the .fla
file.
Create a stage that has an image on the left side and an image on the right side.
Create a loader that is smaller in size than the stage and in the middle of the stage. Use the x
and y coordinates in your action scripting.
When you put your mouse on the either the left-side picture or the right-side picture, a white
helping hand will appear.
When you click on either image with the white helping hand, an image will appear in the loader.

